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Abstract. Business process models are usually described in a visual
notation and reflect actual processes in systems. As a result, process
models often are unstructured and cyclic. Unfortunately, unstructured
and cyclic models are difficult to analyze and execute as research shows.
Unstructuredness could be overcome using the existing studies, however,
the analysis of cyclic models is still an open research problem. For this
reason, this paper presents a decomposition of cyclic process models into
sets of acyclic models. Together with a simple execution semantics for the
acyclic models, the semantics of the decomposed model coincides with
the original model if soundness is assumed. The decomposition can be
achieved in a quadratic runtime complexity and gives the possibility to
apply many existing analysis methodologies for acyclic process models.
A short evaluation shows the feasibility of the approach.
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1 Introduction

Business Process Management (BPM) examines how different operations (tasks)
interact to achieve business goals [7]. This interaction is usually recorded in the
form of business process models in special notations (like the Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) [19]). Most of these process notations are visual
(e.g., BPMN and Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) [14]) and the process mod-
els result from actual operational processes in systems and organizations. There-
fore, such models may be unstructured and contain non-explicit loops, i.e., loops
that result from the control-flow rather than from specific looping tasks.
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Unstructuredness and loops make the execution and analysis of pro-
cess models difficult [2,3,8,16,17,20,22,23,30,31]. Polyvyanyy summarizes that
well-structured process models are more comprehensible for humans, are more
likely to contain fewer errors, and, therefore, improve their quality [20]. Arbi-
trary loops tend to increase the probability of errors in process models [17] and
prevent the structuring of process models or at least increase the effort [20]. The
(Refined) Process Structure Tree (RPST) describes a hierarchy of single entry
and single exit (SESE) structures [2,23,30,31] that is often used to find inde-
pendent structures in unstructured process models [31] and to speed up analysis
[6,11], but do not help to solve the problem of unstructured and cyclic process
components [3]. It appears that loops make the execution and analysis of process
models particularly difficult. There are many efficient and simple approaches to
execute and analyze processes without loops (acyclic processes). For example,
inclusive converging gateways (OR-joins) [32] and Dead-Path Elimination (DPE)
for WS-BPEL [18] are easy to apply and understand for acyclic process models.
Soundness analyses [10,26] and the derivation of behavioral relations [11] are
examples of how analyses in acyclic processes are efficient and simple. However,
most of these approaches cannot be applied to cyclic processes or become more
complicated to understand, implement, and prove.

Due to a large number of known state-of-the-art approaches and simpler
execution semantics (e.g., for OR-joins) for acyclic process models, it would be
beneficial for research and practice if there would be a transformation from a
cyclic model to an acyclic model with the same execution behavior. One possibil-
ity is to transfer a process model into an RPST [2,23,30,31]. Since the RPST is a
tree, it is acyclic. However, the RPST provides less information if loops are inside
inherently unstructured fragments (so-called rigids) [20] and can, therefore, not
be used in such cases. Untanglings [22] and unfoldings [8,16,20] of process models
are another way of making process models acyclic. However, they use completely
different representations of the original process and are not applicable to process
models with OR-joins. For this reason, there is the need for a new approach to
decompose an arbitrary process model with OR-joins into a set of acyclic pro-
cess models while retaining its execution behavior. This paper introduces such
an approach. Our approach follows ideas of Choi et al. [3], but it is applicable to
process models with OR-joins and does not need to distinguish between natural
and irreducible loops. A natural loop can only be entered at one node, while an
irreducible loop can be entered at multiple nodes. In many situations, irreducible
loops are more difficult to handle [3]. Our approach detects all loops recursively
and creates acyclic versions of them. Finally, the loops in the original process are
reduced to acyclic subgraphs combined with “looping nodes” being available in
most modeling languages. If the original model is sound, this paper shows that
the resulting acyclic processes have the same behavior as the original process.
Although unsound processes exist in practice, Van Dongen et al. state that a
process model should at least fulfill soundness as correctness criterion [5]. From
a quality perspective, soundness is, thus, a weak constraint.

The decomposition proposed in this paper gives the following non-final
improvements for research and practice regarding the state of the art: (a) It
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is applicable to any cyclic process model with natural and irreducible as well as
nested loops. (b) The decomposition can be applied to process models with OR-
splits and OR-joins. (c) Process models with complicated loop behavior should
become easier to understand for humans, because they are decomposed into
smaller, acyclic models. (d) A cyclic process model only needs to be transformed
once. The results are again process models that can be stored and executed or
analyzed as needed. (e) The execution of process models becomes trivial even
with OR-joins. Actually, the kind of converging gateway becomes useless, as all
converging gateways can be replaced by OR-joins. (f) Process models can be exe-
cuted on any execution engine that supports acyclic processes with (sub)process
calls. (g) Structuring and analyzing acyclic process models is easier and, above
all, more efficient than with cyclic process models as explained before.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are: (1) Study of loops and how
they can be generalized. (2) Decomposition of cyclic process models into sets of
acyclic models in general process models. (2) Introduction of a semantics that
executes resulting acyclic processes in the correct order to achieve the business
goals of the original model (same execution semantics). (3) A short evaluation of
loop decomposition regarding complexity and feasibility as well as two example
applications: OR-join semantics and soundness analysis.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 introduces necessary
definitions of process models, loops, and their semantics. This section is followed
by Sect. 3 on related work. In Sect. 4, we describe our findings on loop structures
in process models followed by a detailed description of their decomposition in
Sect. 5. Section 6 describes how a decomposed process model can be executed.
The complete decomposition algorithm is presented in Sect. 7. An evaluation of
our loop decomposition as well as two example applications are shown in Sect. 8.
Finally, Sect. 9 gives some suggestions for future research directions.

2 Preliminaries

The following section introduces notions being important to understand this
work, in particular, workflow graphs, loops, token games, and soundness.

2.1 Workflow Graphs and Loops

In order to abstract process models from rich representations such as BPMN
[19] and EPC [14], this paper uses workflow graphs [26,32]:

Definition 1 (Workflow Graph). A workflow graph WFG = (N,E, λ, L) is
a connected, directed graph (N,E). N is a set of nodes and E ⊆N ×N is a set
of edges which defines the execution order between nodes. L is a set of labels
{Start,Task,AND,OR,XOR, End} and λ : N↦L is a total mapping that assigns
to each node a label. Depending on its label, a node has different properties:

– Nodes with label Start (the start nodes) have no incoming but exactly one
outgoing edge. Nodes with label End (the end nodes) have exactly one incom-
ing but no outgoing edge. There is at least one start and one end node.
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Fig. 1. A workflow graph with an irreducible loop with its loop entries and exits.

– Each node lies on a path from a start to an end node.
– Nodes with label Task have exactly one incoming and one outgoing edge.
– All other nodes have labels AND, OR, and XOR. They are divided into split

and join nodes. Split nodes (i.e., AND-split, OR-split, and XOR-split) have
exactly one incoming and at least two outgoing edges. Join nodes (i.e., AND-
join, OR-join, and XOR-join) have at least two incoming edges and exactly
one outgoing edge.

For the visualization of workflow graphs, we use notions of BPMN [19] as
shown in the workflow graph in Fig. 1. Start and end nodes are represented as
circles, with end nodes having thicker lines. Tasks are represented as rounded
rectangles. Split and join nodes are depicted with diamonds. AND-splits and
AND-joins have + signs, XOR-splits and XOR-joins have a cross, and OR-splits
and OR-joins have circles in their diamonds. Later in this paper, we include
special loop nodes (represented as rectangles with a circular arrow) in workflow
graphs, informally extending Definition 1. They have at least one incoming edge
and at least one outgoing edge. Details are explained during their introduction.

Loops in workflow graphs are special subgraphs:

Definition 2 (Loop/Cycle). Let WFG = (N,E, λ, L) be a workflow graph.
A loop is a strongly connected component (SCC) [4] L = (NL, EL) of WFG

containing at least two nodes, i.e., each node of L has a path to each other node
of L [1]. If WFG contains any loop, it is called cyclic. Otherwise, it is acyclic.

Usually, loops in workflow graphs contain at least one task node. It is impor-
tant to note that a SCC is maximal by definition [4]. Consequently, our loops do
not contain subloops in the classical sense. However, the approach presented in
this paper later shows that it identifies loops within loops if necessary. A similar
approach was taken by Steensgaard [28]. He also generalized the definitions of
loop entries and exits:

Definition 3 (Loop Entries and Exits). Let WFG be a cyclic workflow
graph with L = (NL, EL) is one of its loops.

Loop Entry. All nodes of L that have at least one incoming edge from outside
L are called loop entries and these incoming edges are loop-entry edges.

Loop Exit. All nodes of L that have at least one outgoing edge to a node outside
the loop are called loop exits and these outgoing edges are loop-exit edges.
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Remark 1. Each loop entry of a loop in a workflow graph is of course a join node
and each loop exit of a loop is of course a split node.

Figure 1 shows a loop (gray large dashed rounded rectangle) in our example
workflow graph and its loop entries (small gray rounded rectangles on the left)
and loop exits (small gray rounded rectangles on the right).

Depending on the number of loop entries, two types of loops are distinguished
in loop research: natural and irreducible loops. Although natural loops are more
intuitive, there is no need to distinguish between the two in this paper. Finally,
it is also important to note that loop-exit edges are not part of any loop:

Corollary 1. Since a loop is a maximal SCC by Definition 2, loop-exit edges
cannot be part of any loop.

2.2 Semantics

The semantics of cyclic workflow graphs with OR-joins is not trivial [32]. The
reason is that situations can arise where two OR-joins mutually wait for each
other [15,32]. In this paper, we refer to the semantics of our previous work
[24] that is complete for sound workflow graphs. However, we emphasize that
an additional OR-join semantics for cyclic workflow graphs is not needed after
decomposition and is not required in detail in the proofs. Therefore, it is only
used here for the sake of completeness. We use a token game semantics in the
following describing state transitions in a workflow graph WFG = (N,E, λ, L).

A state S of WFG is a total mapping from the set of edges E to the set of
natural numbers, S : E ↦ N0. It describes the number of tokens on each edge,
e.g., S(e) = 1 means that edge e in state S carries 1 token. An initial state of
WFG is a state in only one outgoing edge of exactly one start node has a token.
Every other edge has 0 tokens.

A node n of WFG is waiting in a state S if at least one incoming edge of
n has a token. If n is neither an AND-join nor an OR-join, n is enabled if it is
waiting in S. If n is an AND-join and all incoming edges of n carry a token in
S, n is enabled in S. If n is an OR-join, then it has a waiting area ω(n) that
contains all edges where n must wait for their tokens (for more details, please
take a look on Prinz and Amme [24]). n is enabled in S, if it is waiting in S
and no token is in n’s waiting area except on n’s incoming edges. If there is an
enabled node n in S, then S can change into a state S′ by executing n, written
S

n
→S′. The resulting state S′ is based on S with the following modifications: (1)

Each incoming edge in of n with at least one token loses a token in S′, except if
n is an XOR-join, then only one incoming edge loses a token. (2) The number
of tokens on n’s outgoing edges depends on n’s type. If n is an OR-split, then a
non-empty set of outgoing edges of n gets an extra token in S′. If n is an XOR-
split, then exactly one outgoing edge of n gets an extra token in S′. Otherwise,
each outgoing edge of n gets an extra token in S′.

The execution of a workflow graph starts with an initial state, and is executed
node by node, resulting in a chain of node executions and state transitions.
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A state S′ is directly reachable from a state S, depicted S → S′, if there is
a possible state transition S

n
→ S′, i.e., node n ∈ N is executed in state S. S′ is

reachable from a state S, depicted S→∗S′, if there is a sequence/chain of directly
reachable states S1 → S2 → . . .→ Sk, k ≥ 1, with S1 = S and Sk = S′.

2.3 Soundness

Two types of structural conflicts can occur in workflow graphs, namely deadlocks
and lacks of synchronization [9]. A deadlock arises from an initial state when an
AND-join or OR-join is waiting in a reachable state S, but is never enabled in
reachable states from S [9]. A lack of synchronization results from an initial state
when an edge carries more than one token in a reachable state. A workflow graph
is said to be sound if it has neither a deadlock nor a lack of synchronization [9].
This soundness is defined on workflow graphs with OR-joins. In our previous
work, we showed that no other semantics allows running more workflow graphs
sound than the one used here [24]. In the context of the present work, we assume
that each XOR- and OR-split independently decides after their execution which
outgoing edges receive an additional token.

3 Related Work

Finding and restructuring loops (cycles) in graphs has a long tradition in com-
piler theory. Tarjan defined an efficient algorithm to find cycles (SCCs) in arbi-
trary graphs [29]. Since one main application of finding cycles in compiler theory
is optimization [12], further algorithms arose to detect in particular nested loops,
i.e., loops within loops. The representation of loops within loops is called a loop
nesting forest. Depending on the applied algorithm, different kinds of loop nest-
ing forests can be derived from the same graph. Prominent examples are the
Sreedhar-Gao-Lee [27], Steensgaard [28], and the Havlak [12] forests. As the
approach in this paper decomposes loops, it leads to a loop nesting forest that
may differ from those in the literature. Depending on the loop nesting forest,
optimizations can be applied worse or better. Exactly what the effects are, should
be investigated in the future and is beyond the scope of this paper.

The idea of finding independent structures in unstructured graphs is to
improve analyses and visualization [20]. In BPM, a prominent approach is the
decomposition of a graph into SESE components resulting in a tree, the RPST,
that hierarchically orders those components [2,23,30,31]. Each component can
be analyzed independently and, therefore, in parallel.

As explained in the introduction, loops make the analysis of process models
difficult [3]. SESE decompositions do not help to improve the analysis of unstruc-
tured components with loops. Polyvyanyy et al. [21] use SESE decomposition (in
the form of SPQR-trees after recognizing triconnected components) to show how
sound, unstructured process models can be restructured into structured process
models. Their structuring is based on quasi block-structured process models. A
process model is quasi block-structured if its RPST does not contain a so-called
rigid component. Loops can then occur as Loop Case components with single
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entries and single exits. Polyvyanyy et al. argue for such a loop case component
that the entry and exit must be XOR gateways. This is consistent with our find-
ings later in this paper. However, our loops can occur in any kind of component of
a process model—our approach, therefore, generalizes the findings of Polyvyanyy
et al. Furthermore, our process models can also contain OR-gateways. Finally,
there are loops that cannot be structured and, therefore, cannot be analyzed.
For this reason, Choi et al. [3] proposed a decomposition of workflow graphs into
acyclic components so that loops no longer exist for soundness analysis. This
decomposition separates each loop in the graph into a forward and backward
flow. In natural loops, the forward flow contains the loop nodes on the paths
between the loop entry and its exits; the backward flow contains all other nodes
and some nodes overlapped with the forward flow. This approach is well suited
for testing soundness of workflow graphs with natural loops. Irreducible loops,
however, are not decomposed. They are instantiated each into multiple distinct
loops depending on all combinations of how their loop entries may have tokens.
When an instantiated loop has parallel loop entries, it is transformed into a
natural loop. Our approach does not have to differentiate between natural and
irreducible loops and decomposes both in a similar way. Moreover, it can be
applied to processes with OR-splits and -joins, to which the approach of Choi et
al. is not applicable.

Untanglings represent final extracts of executions of a process model [22].
They are similar to instance subgraphs [26], but work for cyclic process models
free of lacks of synchronization. Although untanglings are acyclic versions of
process models, they describe the processes within a different representation. One
reason for this is that they have been used as index for querying process models
within repositories. Our decomposition, in contrast, converts cyclic models into
acyclic models within the same representation (e.g., BPMN into BPMN).

Another approach to the study of cyclic process models is unfolding [8,16,20].
Unfolding extends the process model (as Petri net) so that the resulting Petri
net represents the same behavior as before, but without loops. Since unfoldings
due to loops can be large or infinite, the resulting Petri net covers only a so-
called prefix of the process, which represents the behavior of the entire process.
Although this approach is well suited for analysis, it cannot be reused later,
e.g., for execution, because it only covers an extract of the process model. In
contrast, our decomposition uses (re)calls of subprocesses in loop nodes to cover
the complete semantics of the original process model more naturally. In addition,
since unfoldings use Petri nets, processes with OR-gateways cannot be handled.

4 Understanding Loops in Business Process Models

Loops are a classic term from programming language theory and control-flow
graphs. Natural loops have a header, a body, and a condition [28]. The header is
the entry to the loop, the body contains the code that may be executed several
times, and the condition checks whether the body should be iterated or exited,
i.e., a condition is a loop exit. Since business process models are very similar to
control-flow graphs, it seems natural to use these terms for them as well.
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Fig. 2. Different types of loops with their loop entries, bodies, and loop exits.

4.1 Types of Loops

Classical loops can be divided into two types: do-while (repeat-until) and while
loops [1]. For and for-each loops are interpreted in this context as special forms
of while loops. In a do-while loop, the body of the loop is executed at least once.
After the body has been executed, the loop exit (condition) is reached and it is
checked whether the body is executed again. A do-while loop results in a graph
as shown in Fig. 2(a). In contrast, the body of a while loop is only executed if
the loop iterates at least once. Figure 2(b) shows a graph of a while loop.

Do-while and while loop structures in control-flow graphs usually result from
loop structures in programming languages (e.g., do { ... } while(cond);).
However, loops in control-flow graphs can also be unstructured, especially if
goto statements are present [12]. On closer inspection, an unstructured loop
may contain a subgraph that can be executed even though the loop does not
iterate—as in a do-while loop. We call this subgraph do-body. And there can be
a subgraph that can only be executed if the loop iterates at least once—as in
a while loop. We call this subgraph iteration-body. Do- and iteration-bodies can
be very complex, with subloops that may not pass the loop exits or entries.

A general unstructured loop can have multiple loop entries and exits. Loop
entries are important for the first execution of the loop, but during iteration,
they are negligible because the loop exits decide whether the loop iterates or
not. For this reason, the do-body is part of the iteration-body, cf. Fig. 2(c). In
abstract terms, the do-body is the subgraph that starts at the loop entries and
ends at its exits. It can be interpreted as the initialization of the loop or as
a subgraph that must at least be executed even if the loop does not iterate.
Iteration-bodies contain all nodes and edges of the loop, but can be split so that
they start at the loop exits and end at them—like an unrolling of the loop.

4.2 Loops in Process Models

Process models as workflow graphs can contain all kinds of loops: do-while, while,
and unstructured loops. Since workflow graphs can be designed unstructured in
a graphical editor, unstructured loops with multiple entries and exits are not
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uncommon. To make matters worse, workflow graphs have explicit parallelism.
Therefore, loop headers and nodes in loops can be executed in parallel. These
circumstances make the analysis of process models particularly difficult.

From a business and intuitive point of view: When a token leaves a loop,
the loop should be finished. Or in words of token game semantics: If a token is
on a loop-exit edge, no other edge of the loop should carry a token anymore.
Fortunately, this corresponds to the soundness property:

Theorem 1 (Single Token Loop Exits). Let WFG be a cyclic workflow
graph with one of its loops L = (NL, EL).

If WFG is sound and a loop-exit edge of L has a token in a state S, then the
following both statements are valid:

(1) No edge in L has a token in S.
(2) No other loop-exit edge has a token in S.

Proof. We assume that WFG is sound and within a state S while a loop-exit
edge ex of loop L carries a token.

To (1): No edge in L has a token in S. Assume there is an edge e of L that
has a token or gets a token in a subsequent state S′, S→∗ S′, while ex keeps
its token. Since L is by Definition 2 a SCC, each node (and edge) within L
has a path to each other node (and edge) in L—and, therefore, also to ex.
Let us take a path Pe→ex from e to ex in L. Since each node of WFG has a
path to at least one end node (cf. Definition 1), there is also a path Pex→end

from ex to a single incoming edge end of an end node. Pe→ex and Pex→end are
disjoint except of ex by Corollary 1. The combination of Pe→ex and Pex→end

results in the path Pe→end. We now treat each XOR- and OR-split in each
subsequent state of S′ to always put a token on an edge on Pe→end (if it has
any). In visual words, the tokens on ex and e follow finally the same path.
Since WFG is sound and has no deadlock, there is a reachable state from S′

where end carries at least two tokens. A lack of synchronization is reachable
and, therefore, WFG is unsound. ☇

To (2): No other loop-exit edge has a token in S. Assume there would be another
loop-exit edge ex′ of L that carries a token in S. There are two possibilities
without loss of generality: (a) ex′ got a token some states after ex or (b) ex
and ex′ got the tokens within the same state transition.
To (a):ex′ got a token some states after ex . In other words, there was a

previous state, in which ex and another edge in L have tokens. (1) shows
that this is a contradiction to the soundness of WFG. ☇

To (b): ex and ex′ got the tokens within the same state transition. In each
state transition, only one node is executed. Therefore, edges ex and ex′

must have the same source node n. This node n has to be an AND-
or OR-split since its execution results in more than one token. n—in
contrast to ex and ex′—is part of L. As a consequence, n must have at
least one outgoing edge in within L. Therefore, an execution of n can
result in a state where ex and in both have tokens. This is again (1). ☇
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Corollary 2. Resulting from Theorem 1 and its proof (2) (b), each loop exit in
a sound workflow graph is an XOR-split.

Both—that every loop exit should be an XOR-split and that a loop is finished
when a token leaves the loop—are intuitive but important properties of a loop
in sound workflow graphs. It follows from these properties that any parallelism
within a loop is synchronized before any loop exit is reached. More specifically,
(1) do-bodies synchronize multiple tokens at loop entries into a single one when
any loop exit is reached. (2) Each iteration of iteration-bodies starts and ends
with a single token, i.e., each parallelism in iteration-bodies starts and ends in one
iteration. And another important point: (3) No iteration of the iteration-body
interacts with a previous iteration or with the do-body. Finally, (4) the iteration-
body of a complex loop structure in a workflow graph can be replaced by a single
node, making the graph acyclic. Knowing loops from control-flow graphs running
not in parallel, all these facts are intuitively correct. But Theorem 1 shows that
the same is true for loops in sound workflow graphs.

5 Loop Decomposition

Theorem 1 gives us the legitimacy to split a loop into two (sub) workflow graphs,
one representing the do-body and the other the iteration-body. Then, the exe-
cution of a loop is done in two steps: The execution of its do-body and, subse-
quently, when the loop iterates, the multiple executions of the iteration-body.
The separation is similar to converting a do-while loop into a while loop in pro-
gramming languages where the do-body and iteration-body are the same, i.e.,
do {<body>} while(cond); is transferred to <body> while(cond) {<body>}.
In other words, by separating the do-body from the iteration-body, an abstract
do-while loop is transferred to an abstract while loop, very simplified as
<do-body> while(cond) {<iteration-body>}.

The separation of the do- and iteration-body can generally be achieved by
cutting the loop by at least one loop exit. In doing so, the do-body should
contain most nodes and edges between the loop entries and the loop exits, so that
execution enters the iteration-body only when required. Removing one inner-loop
outgoing edge of a loop exit is sufficient to cut the initial loop structure. However,
the more inner-loop outgoing edges of loop exits are removed, the more looping
structures are destroyed. A do-body can be now defined as follows:

Definition 4 (Do-Body). Let there be a workflow graph with a loop L.
The do-body of loop L is a maximal connected subgraph of L containing all

loop entries and loop exits but a minimum number of inner-loop outgoing edges
of loop exits.

Do-bodies can be identified by a variant of depth-first search. Their definition
leads to the definition of iteration-bodies and cutoff edges:

Definition 5 (Iteration-Body and Cutoff Edges). Let there be a workflow
graph with one of its loops L and L’s do-body Do.
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Every inner-loop outgoing edge of a loop exit of L that does not lie in Do
is a cutoff edge. The iteration-body of L is the connected subgraph of L that
contains all nodes and edges of L without the cutoff edges.

Because of the exclusivity of loop exits and, therefore, of cutoff edges, we can
reduce each loop in a workflow graph to its do-body. To maintain loop behaviors,
new loop nodes are inserted representing the iteration bodies of loops (for this
case, Definition 1 is extended as mentioned in Sect. 2). Loop nodes may have
multiple incoming and multiple outgoing edges and have an exclusive behavior
according to Theorem 1. They are executed if one of their cutoff edges is taken,
i.e., the cutoff edges are redirected to the loop nodes. After executing the loop
nodes (their iteration-bodies), the execution can return to the previous loop-exit
edges in the surrounding workflow graph. We call the modified workflow graph
reduced. The iteration-body is extended with start and end nodes to a workflow
graph:

Definition 6 (Workflow Graph Extensions). Let there be a workflow
graph WFG with one of its loops L.

The L-loop-reduced WFG is a modified WFG regarding L:
– each node and edge being part of L but not of L’s do-body is removed

from WFG (i.e., at least the cutoff edges),
– a loop node is inserted representing the iteration-body of loop L,
– the cutoff edges of L are redirected to the new loop node,
– for each loop-exit edge, an outgoing edge from the loop node to the target

of the loop-exit edge is introduced,
– each join node with one incoming edge is replaced by a single edge, and
– if non-join node has multiple incoming edges, these edges are combined

with a new XOR-join in front of it.
The extended iteration-body It(L) is L’s iteration-body as a workflow graph:

– for each cutoff edge, two edges, one from a separate start node to its
original target node and the other from the corresponding loop exit to a
separate end node, are introduced,

– for each loop-exit edge, a corresponding edge to a separate end node is
introduced, and

– each join node with only one incoming edge is replaced by a single edge.

Although iteration-bodies and extended iteration-bodies are different, we
sometimes use both terms as synonyms when the context is clear.

In summary, three types of edges are redirected or added to modify and
extend the original workflow graph and the iteration-bodies: loop-entry edges,
loop-exit edges, and cutoff edges, each associated with a start, end, or loop
node. Each cutoff edge appears twice in the extended iteration-body, once in
connection with a start and once in connection with an end node.

Figure 3(a) shows our example workflow graph from Fig. 1 with its loop (large
gray rounded rectangle). The entries of the loop are A and B, its exits F and
G. The do-body contains these loop entries and exits and the subgraph between
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Fig. 3. Decomposition of the example workflow graph of Fig. 1 a) into its reduced
workflow graph with a loop node b) and extended iteration-body c).

them: A, B, C, D, F , and G. This do-body is maximal including all loop entries
and exits and minimal in terms of the number of outgoing edges of loop exits.
Therefore, e is a cutoff edge. The reduced version of the original workflow graph
is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The reader can verify that it contains all nodes of the
do-body (except B and D being replaced by edges (B) and (D)). The loop’s
iteration-body contains all nodes and edges of the loop, but it is truncated at
the cutoff edges, e in this example, and join nodes A and B are merged into
single edges (A) and (B). The extended iteration-body of Fig. 3(c) is the result.
The graph has been arranged for clarity. We can see that the possible subloop
of nodes D, F , G, and E in the original workflow graph is actually a parallel
pattern and not a subloop anymore in the iteration-body. In Fig. 3(b) and (c)
all edge-replaced nodes are either XOR- or OR-joins. Edge-replaced nodes can
only be join nodes by Definition 6. If they could be AND-joins, the workflow
graph cannot be sound following Theorem 1 and Choi et al. [3]:

Corollary 3. Resulting from Definition 6, Theorem 1 and its proof, each join
node being an edge in the reduced workflow graph or in It(L) of a loop L of a
sound workflow graph WFG is an XOR- or OR-join in WFG.

Definition 6 describes a decomposition of a workflow graph into two workflow
graphs regarding a single loop. In fact, both resulting workflow graphs can be
cyclic again. However, since the original loop is cut on at least one outgoing edge
of a loop exit, the remaining loops in both graphs are always smaller than the
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original loop. It is possible to identify these loops within the reduced workflow
graph and iteration-body by using the same decomposition as described. In other
words, we can recursively decompose each loop within a workflow graph, as
Steensgaard [28] did. Eventually, this recursion terminates as the loops in each
recursion become smaller and smaller.

6 Loop Execution

In the reduced workflow graph, a previously iteration-body of the loop is repre-
sented by a single node, the loop node (see Fig. 3(b)). The semantics of those is
exclusive following Theorem 1. In other words, the special loop node is semanti-
cally a combination of an XOR-join and an XOR-split. If each loop of a workflow
graph is recursively reduced to its do-body and a loop node, the workflow graph
is acyclic by definition. Therefore, a sound, cyclic workflow graph has been trans-
formed into an acyclic one.

The semantics of do-bodies of loops is already represented in the reduced
workflow graph. To maintain the semantics of loop iterations, their extended
iteration-bodies must be included. Their inclusion occurs when a corresponding
loop node is enabled. When a loop node is enabled, the extended iteration-body
is instantiated with a token on the corresponding start edge (e.g., the outgoing
edge e of the start node in Fig. 3(c)). The extended iteration-body is executed
until a token reaches the incoming edge of one of its end nodes. According to
Theorem 1, only this incoming edge has a token in the entire iteration-body. In
other words, there is always only one execution instance of the iteration-body.
If the incoming edge of the end node matches the outgoing edge of one of its
start nodes (e.g., the incoming edge e of the right end node in Fig. 3(c)), the
iteration-body is terminated and instantiated again with a token on this edge
(above edge e in Fig. 3(c)). If the incoming edge is a loop-exit edge (e.g., c and
d in Fig. 3(c)), the loop node finishes its execution with a token on this edge.

If the original workflow graph is sound, then the execution semantics
described above coincides with the behavior of the original workflow graph. But
its acyclic workflow graphs are much easier to validate, verify, and execute. They
should be executable on a process engine without much effort.

7 Algorithm

The combination of the recursive loop decomposition described above and the
reduction of each loop and the insertion of loop nodes describes a complete
decomposition algorithm from a cyclic workflow graph to a set of acyclic ones,
summarized by Algorithm 1. The algorithm defines the function decompose,
which first searches all loops within the given workflow graph, e.g., by Tar-
jan’s algorithm for finding SCCs [29]. If there is no loop in the workflow graph,
the function is finished and returns this graph. Otherwise, it initializes the set
of acyclic workflow graphs. Subsequently, for each loop, the workflow graph is
reduced and a loop node is inserted in the input workflow graph. The extended
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Algorithm 1. Decomposition of a cyclic workflow graph WFG into a set of
acyclic workflow graphs.
1: function decompose(WFG)
2: Find set of loops L in WFG.
3: if L = ∅ then
4: return {WFG}
5: acyclic←∅
6: for all L ∈ L do
7: Reduce L in WFG to its do-body and include a loop node.
8: Derive the extended iteration-body workflow graph It(L) from L.
9: acyclic← acyclic ∪ decompose(It(L))

10: acyclic← acyclic ∪ decompose(WFG)
11: return acyclic

iteration-body is derived and applied recursively to the decompose function.
Since the input workflow graph has changed, decompose is applied again to it to
find further (nested) loops. Finally, the result set of acyclic workflow graphs is
returned at the end of the function.

Finding all loops in a workflow graph can be achieved in linear time, O(N+E),
using Tarjan’s algorithm for finding SCCs [29]. Reducing the workflow graph and
deriving the extended iteration-bodies can also be done in linear time mainly by
using a variant of depth-first search. In the worst case, the number of (nested)
loops in a workflow graph is as large as the number of edges E, i.e., the function
decompose and the for-each-loop are both called E times at maximum. Overall,
the asymptotic runtime complexity is O(EN +E2) in the worst case.

8 Evaluation and Example Applications

We have implemented our loop decomposition as a plugin for the research tool
Mojo1. As input files, we used the PNML version of a library of real process
models2 from IBM WebSphere Business Modeler [9]. The models were originally
in an XML format. The library contains 1,368 process models. 178 (approx. 13%)
process models are cyclic—169 have a single and 9 have two independent SCCs
(loops) by Definition 2. Therefore, there are in total 187 loops in all process
models. During our decomposition, only 28 of 187 loops contain nested loops—
23 contain a single nested loop and 5 contain two independent nested loops.
There is no process model with a nesting depth greater than 1.

After loop decomposition, the process models are reduced to about 94%
(SD 0.27) of their original size. The worst case complexity of the algorithm
is quadratic, however, it appears to be linear in practice, as the number of
edges visited during the decomposition does not increase quadratically. This
1 https://github.com/guybrushPrince/mojo.plan.loop, last visited March 2022.
2 https://web.archive.org/web/20131208132841/http://service-technology.org/public

ations/fahlandfjklvw 2009 bpm, last visited March 2022.

https://github.com/guybrushPrince/mojo.plan.loop
https://web.archive.org/web/20131208132841/http://service-technology.org/publications/fahlandfjklvw_2009_bpm
https://web.archive.org/web/20131208132841/http://service-technology.org/publications/fahlandfjklvw_2009_bpm
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seems to depend on the nature of the process model. Without the elimination of
background processes and running on a standard computer, a loop decomposition
takes on average less than 1 ms (SD 0.9).

Loop decomposition has a direct effect on the execution semantics of OR-
joins. The definition of the semantics for OR-joins is intuitive for acyclic but
difficult for cyclic process models [24,32]. Most execution semantics in research
have, finally, a problem with so-called vicious circles—loops in which two OR-
joins are mutually waiting for each other [15]. Such vicious circles are no longer
possible after decomposition into acyclic process models. Therefore, understand-
ing the semantics of each OR-join in the decomposed models should be intuitive.
Moreover, each join node can be replaced by an OR-join (or an undifferentiated
join), while retaining the semantics.

Although soundness is a precondition of loop decomposition, it can be used
to check soundness itself. This is the first method (to the authors’ knowledge)
that can be used to check soundness of cyclic process models with OR-joins. We
just outline the idea without proof in the following: First, loop decomposition
is applied on the process model resulting in a set of acyclic models. Starting
from the acyclic version of the original process model, we can apply an arbitrary
soundness verification algorithm for acyclic models with OR-splits and OR-joins
(e.g., Favre and Völzer [10] or Prinz and Amme [25]). If the process is unsound,
its original process is unsound too. This is valid since, otherwise, a loop could not
be reduced and replaced with a loop node, being a violation against Theorem 1.
Second, all of the process model’s extended iteration-bodies can be simplified so
that they have a single start and end node since all their start and end nodes
are exclusive. Subsequently, all iteration-bodies are checked against soundness
and whether Corollary 3 holds. For all sound (sub) models, simplifications and
analyses can be applied iteratively. If the process model contains any unsound
iteration-body, the model is naturally unsound.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an algorithm that decomposes cyclic process
models in the form of workflow graphs into sets of acyclic workflow graphs. The
approach is based on a general view of loops and a simple execution semantics.
The execution semantics of the acyclic workflow graphs coincides when the orig-
inal workflow graph is sound. A short evaluation shows that loop decomposition
is feasible in practice. Some advantages of decomposition were discussed using
OR-join semantics and soundness analysis.

The BPM community should benefit from this approach. Many analyses in
BPM are limited to acyclic process models and can now be applied to cyclic
models. In addition, execution engines of processes can be simplified, especially
regarding the semantics of OR-joins. In general and in terms of compiler theory,
our presented algorithm leads to a loop nesting forest that may differ from those
in the literature. The differences arise because each loop is transformed into a
while-loop-like form. In the future, it will be interesting to study its impact.
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For future work, we plan to incorporate algorithms and analyses from acyclic
process models to our acyclic decomposition. One application could be the first
detailed and complete soundness approach for cyclic workflow graphs with OR-
joins. Another useful application is to combine the RPST with our loop decompo-
sition. This should facilitate divide-and-conquer approaches for process analysis,
especially for unstructured components.
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